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Introduction
Material haulage is the single largest cost for surface mines. Haul roads are the backbone that connect the various mine locations and support the trucks moving material. In the last few decades, larger and larger trucks have been introduced to mine haul roads, increasing their operating speeds. Large weights, constant traffic and harsh weather conditions lead to near constant maintenance, averaging at least once per week. The poor conditions of unmaintained roads cause damage to equipment, decrease production and increase costs.

Data Collection
The GPS and vibration data of two haul trucks from a metal mine are collected for a 1-week time frame. The GPS unit natively produces the location, speed, heading, and slope. The mine is subdivided into small road sections, approximately the size a road maintenance crew would service. In total, over 400,000 observations were collected. [2]

Analysis
False positives and meaningless true positives are concerns with large sample sizes. Therefore, initial analysis is conducted using a data visualization approach. The density distribution plot (1) shows positive skew, indicating influence of factors. These factors can be plotted separately indicating relative influence. The divisions are made across speed (2), location (3), and vehicle (4). The final distributions allow estimation of mean and variance. Targeted statistical analysis can then be conducted to produce coefficients for modeling.

Conclusions
- Vibration response is higher and has greater variance at faster operating speeds.
- Different sections of road create significantly different vibration levels. These road sections are geographically similar in the mine.
- Trucks have comparable vibration, but an unidentified factor appears to have interaction with road section.

Future Work
- Factors creating multimodal distributions will be identified and correction factors applied to the model.
- Road condition and maintenance is time dependent. A time series analysis is needed over a longer timeframe using additional trucks.
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